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How
We Roll
Using data to solve
problems of pratice

Questions
-Propose questions in the field
-Chat or tweet using #QualityinAction
-Share your own resources, blog pots,
links, articles, etc.

Data
-Provide data to answer these questions
-Share quantitative, qualitative, mixed-
methods, meta-analyses, narratives,
public communication, anecdotes, and
more
-Dash in some theory
-Share your data

Claim
-Determine what we *do* know
-Leave here knowing 5 things about
equitable design
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What mode is
better, f2f or
online? is more
equitable?
Mode comparison research has been conducted for over 50
years. Mode comparisons alone are comparing inputs and
useless.

#QualityinAction



Traditional, face-
to-face or onsite
learning is the
gold standard.

While many people are comfortable with f2f, let's discuss the 
research.  Research indicated that the course modes, discipline, 
and level could influence outcomes. 

Say what?



Mode comparison
research is
harmful to the
creation and
advancement of
our knowledge of
student learning.



2002 | Distance
education does not

diminish the level
of student

satisfaction.



2004 | DE course
students outperformed
traditional students on
exams and course
grades.



2004 | Applications of
DE outperformed their

classroom counterparts
and many performed

more poorly.



2010 | Students in online 
conditions performed better 
and outcomes exceeded those 
of students receiving face-to- 
face. 

Blended or hybrid instruction 
combining online and face-to- 
face elements had a larger 
advantage to purely face-to-face 
instruction than did purely 
online instruction.





DETABase | Research Support
Finding meta-analyses
DETA
Finding meta-analyses



DETABase | Research Support
No significant difference
DETA
No significant difference



DETABase | Publication
Research review
Students of color and mode



Under certain circumstances, students 
were more likely to succeed in

blended and online courses than in their 
face-to-face (face-to-face) counterparts

 
Wladis, Conway, & Hachey, 2017

Gavassa, Benabentos, Kravec, Collins, & 
Eddy, 2019



DETABase | Publication
UWS DLE ux
Mode preference



Students reported that after the initial 
phase of COVID-19 vaccinations their 

preference for course enrollment as all 
on-campus (n = 917; 29%), mostly on- 

campus (n = 653; 21%), blended (n = 529; 
17%), mostly online (n = 189; 6%), and all 

online (n = 850; 27%). 



Be open to 
emerging 
course 
modalities

Conisderation One

Research indicates that digital, blended, and online can
provide quality learning and create equitable
experiences for students.





How do we design
quality and
equitable
experiences?
Efforts to ensure quality and equity are not an afterthought.
They are part of the vision, mission, strategy, planning, and
resources.

#QualityinAction



What is 
quality?



Instructional
characterstics
influence
student
outcomes.
No difference
for racially
minoritized or
first gen.



DETABase Research Support
DETA Research Toolkit





DETABase Publication
The #DETABIHE
Design institutions



Consider design

Conisderation Two

Research indicates that design improves outcomes. 
Design intentionally moving beyond instincts, 
socialization to academia, and previous experiences.



What can I do to
move beyond
zoom lectures and
exams?
Traditional instructionist approaches, lecture-based
approached, are still favored by the majority of college
courses. #QualityinAction



DETABase Publication
The #DETABIHE
Centering the students



Move beyond the
mode of online and
f2f to focus on more
meaningful
charactersitics -
pedagogy









Use more active 
learning 
pedagogies and 
constructivist 
approaches

Conisderation Three

Instructionist approaches are antiquated, outdated,
and ineffective. Students want authentic learning
experiences, and industry wants students with
authentic skills



How do you ensure
students are
successfull in their
online courses?
Preparing students and managing expectations even before
the course starts can be key.

#QualityinAction



Are students ready
for online?





Prepare 
students for 
technology and 
design

Conisderation Four

Students need to know how to use technology to work
and communicate as well as manage flexible
environments to learn in tech-enhanced, blended, and
online environments?



How do you ensure
quality and
equitable design?
Efforts to ensure quality and equity are not an afterthought.
They are part of the vision, mission, strategy, planning, and
resources.

#QualityinAction



Preparing for a new
pedagogy and
technology by
enhacing instructor
readiness





Prepare and
develop
instructors

Conisderation Five

Faculty and instructors need to understand how to
create a structure that facilititates activities and
produces documentation that learning objectives were
achieved no matter the mode but while understanding
what each mode can offer and taking advantage of it. 



One more time...



Be open to 
emerging 
course 
modalities

Conisderation One

Research indicates that blended and online can provide
quality learning and create equitable experiences for
students.



Consider design

Conisderation Two

Research indicates that design improves outcomes.
Design intentionally moving beyond instincts,
socialization to academia, and previous experiences.



Use more active 
learning 
pedagogies and 
constructivist 
approaches

Conisderation Three

Instructionist approaches are antiquated, outdated,
and ineffective. Students want authentic learning
experiences, and industry wants students with
authentic skills



Prepare 
students for 
technology and 
design

Conisderation Four

Students need to know how to use technology and
manage flexible environments to learn in tech-
enhanced, blended, and online environments?



Prepare and
develop
instructors

Conisderation Five

Faculty and instructors need to understand how to
create a structure that facilititates activities and
produces documentation that learning objectives were
achieved no matter the mode but while understanding
what each mode can offer and taking advantage of it. 
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